
Little Few

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This speech throws but _________ light on the question of how far a
doctrine of rewards and punishments enters into primitive ideas of a future
state.

1. little

The answer was an assent, but the Emperor gave it after some delay, and
with the remark that he could devote _________ time to her, and expected
that she would subject herself to some restraint.

2.
little

I gave you a _________ bad hours.3. few

Frederic, forewarned by Wilhelm, had made the most of the _________
hair that remained to him.
4. little

Some _________ time elapsed before Lady Caroline's return.5. little

Foreign critics have apologized for real or imagined social and literary
shortcomings in this country on the ground that the American people have
_________ leisure.

6.

little

They both listened for a _________ moments.7. few

Everything was bustle for a _________ minutes.8. few

A _________ minutes later the Colonel entered.9. few

A _________ weeks later he was dead.10. few

He had _________ time to ruminate upon past affairs.11. little

Their books were open, but they did _________ work, and it was evident
that Montagu was filled with the most touching grief.
12. little

Last night after midnight commencing raining, slowly and steadily, but
leaving a line of lighter sky south; much lightning all night, but _________
thunder.

13.
little

In a _________ minutes they were all captured.14. few
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In a _________ days-is it not so?15. few

For a _________ moments both were silent.16. few

That they did not succeed was due to the lack of a _________ oil on the
ship's davits.
17. little

For some _________ time the besieged took the racket I made patiently;
then, all of a sudden, I noticed that the bell had ceased to ring.
18. little

Just now, after the exciting events of the previous night, there seemed a
reasonable chance of a _________ peace, but the price of freedom from the
annoyance caused by Holmes was constant vigilance, and there was work for
both the men to do.

19.
little

Mr Campbell examined her ankle, and with a _________ assistance
reduced the dislocation.
20. little
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